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About Xpriori
Xpriori delivers proven, automated solutions for document, text, image and audio content
discovery and management. Now you can replace "big tools" for your big data management.
Headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado, Xpriori is a privately held company with offices
in Colorado Springs and Denver, CO. The Company has three complementary focuses: (1)
eDiscovery, (2) document and records management, and (3) XML based data management
and business intelligence.

eDiscovery and Document/Records Management

Xpriori is a leader in eDiscovery implementations of Predictive Coding (PC) and
Technology Assisted Review (TAR). While offering products and services related to all
aspects of the eDiscovery Reference Model (EDRM), recently Xpriori has focused its
resources and efforts in leading deployment of PC and TAR to law firms, corporate counsel
and related channels. The Xpriori team products and methodologies get you to the relevant
documents fast, culling large productions quickly and helping you limit preservation to only to
relevant documents. Xpriori also offers best of breed phonetic search on audio files, which
provides direct analysis without conversion to text.
Xpriori offers a complete line of eDiscovery services and top of the line proprietary and third
party products for direct deployment, as well as on a hosted basis. Business models include
direct purchase and subscription. Products include Advanced data similarity clustering and
review for document and records management; the OrcaTec? Document Decisioning Suite [1]
for technology assisted review with predictive coding; Nexidia Audio Discovery OnDemand [2]?
for audio search and review, Xpriori XCM [3]? automated loading repository product; and
Xpriori FirstCull [4]? for early assessment of file types and email headers.
Xpriori provides technical support services [5] in all aspects of eDiscovery and Content Review
Support.

XML Based Data Management and Business Intelligence

The Company was established in September 2003 to fulfill the vision of providing the

infrastructure engine and unique solutions for the next generation of information management
using the Company?s patented Digital Pattern Processing (DPP) technology. DPP is the
perfect match for persisting and managing XML. With our highly flexible XMS product ? a truly
native and fully transactional XML database ? we enable developers to provide innovative
solutions primarily in the business intelligence, related analytical tools and content
management markets.
Relying on the structure of XML ? no shredding or rows and columns ? XMS is a fully selfconstructing database with special capacity to support unified information management
systems and the development of tools for dynamic content and information management.
XMS deploys in open systems computing environments, including Windows, Solaris and
Linux. Illustrating the broad capacity of XMS, we have developed two end user solutions that
operate on XMS ? Insight, a powerful discovery, exploration and analytical tool; and XCM, a
robust decision support application featuring advanced content management, collaboration
and knowledge base, supported with corporate search and OCR functionality. The Company
has ten patents issued and anticipates continues to apply for and receive more on a frequent
basis. The Company is self-funded through its management team and non-institutional
investors.
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